
A PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR ACADEMIC INTERESTS AND REASONS FOR

APPLYING FOR THIS COURSE

Describe your reasons for wanting to study this particular course and what you believe you will gain from it. I am
applying for a place on the . course at the University of . because I am My interest in these areas was first aroused
during my undergraduate academic ability to study at this level. My work.

Follow other guidelines and edit a final draft attentively. Giving details of any hobbies or activities that you do
which are linked to the course. How does the course fit your skill set? The writer then introduces themselves
with their key qualities, which go's on to flow naturally into the opening paragraph of their statement. You
should use the opportunity to show off your academic interests and abilities, and demonstrate that the
programme will benefit from your attendance as much as you'll benefit from studying it. Identify its faculty
members and what research they are conducting. In the UK universities take this issue very seriously, and
anyone caught plagiarising will almost certainly have any university enrolment application rejected.
Postgraduate personal statements shouldn't include autobiographical information about your personal life.
After entering it as the English and Theater double major, I became interested in the first option very soon.
The golden rule is to always focus on and include those hobbies that are directly linked to the course you want
to study, as they can support your overall application. Check excellent graduate school personal statement
examples. Students should avoid plagiarism not only because there are rules against it and there is a real risk
of getting found out, but also because it is the right thing to do. This was totally unlike other universities I
have visited were everyone was anxious to get off the campus. For students being familiar with these rules is
important as unintentional mistakes can lead to possible charges of plagiarism, and the rejection of their
application. Learn what courses this graduate program offers. I was lucky enough to have a few odd jobs: Cast
member; Bartender; Facility assistance in a local banking firm. You should: use fresh and exciting language to
make your application stand out, and use engaging opening paragraphs use accurate grammar, punctuation and
spelling use clear language in short sentences and avoid extravagant claims avoid using generic terms and talk
specifically about the course. This could be for your future career or because of the University's reputation
mention relevant study - including projects, dissertations, essays - or work experience provide evidence of
your key skills including, research, critical thinking, communication, organisation, planning and
time-management and show how you can contribute to the department show what makes you stand out as a
candidate explain who your main influences have been and why draw on your other experiences: for example
are you a member of a society, have you written any papers or won any awards, scholarships or prizes? How
have you coped with balancing your workload? In order to stand out from the crowd postgraduate personal
statements must be unique and specific to the course and institution. If you know that it encourages practicum
experience, something you want, say so. It does not matter if the original author has consented to their work
being copied, a student must still reference or acknowledge it, otherwise it will be considered as plagiarism.
Any relevant work experience, placements or voluntary work that you have done. Tutors will be able to tell if
you're bluffing, and showing yourself up as uninformed could be costly. The second paragraph interprets your
background for the graduate admissions committee. Give yourself plenty of time to complete it. If you have
been a strong student throughout your undergraduate years, you may call attention to what you believe have
been strong combinations of courses which seem to fit your prospective graduate program well. The majority
of postgraduate applications are submitted online directly to the university. List hobbies that are indicative of
thrill-seeking and risk-taking behaviour. This is your opportunity to prove your understanding of your subject
area and directly relate it to experiences outside of the classroom. General atmosphere and feel of the campus.
Why Use Helpful Samples? My statistical skills have been further enhanced whilst studying Biology through
the use of equations such as standard deviation. Be as specific as you can. My brother was lucky.


